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Abstract: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome CoronaVirus-2 

(SARS CoV-2) causes COVID-19, an ongoing pandemic. In the 

world, till today more than one crore people got infected. In this 

fight against the COVID-19, there is an urgent need for the 

development of better diagnosis, therapy, and vaccines. For this 

development, Antigen-Antibody interactions are to be studied 

which is a chemical reaction between antibodies produced by B-

cells of white blood cells and antigens during the immune response. 

This binding takes place between the epitope of the antigen and the 

paratope of an antibody. Identifying these crucial epitopes of the 

virus can help in the development of better serum antibodies 

detecting kits and therapies involving antibodies. Here, we have 

identified a few epitopes from a genome of the SARS-COV 2 virus 

confined from an Indian patient using different bioinformatic tools 

and ranked them based on properties like surface accessibility, 

hydrophilicity, and antigenicity. 

 

Index Terms:SARS CoV-2, COVID19, antigen-antibody 

interaction, epitopes, in silico, surface accessibility, hydrophilicity, 

antigenicity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Coronavirus is the positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus 

that is prevalent all over the world. The virus is transmitted 

through close contact between people, often through small 

droplets generated by coughing, sneezing, and talking. The 

droplets do not travel long distances but fall on the ground or 

onto the surface. When people get in contact with the 

contaminated surface and touch their face,the infection passes on 

to them. Some people are asymptomatic from whom the spread 

is possible. The clinical manifestations shown are respiratory 

illness, fever, anosmia, dry cough, sore throat, body pains, itchy 

skin, discoloration of fingers, etc. The term ‘coronavirus’ was 

constituted by June Almeida and David Tyrrells from the Latin 

word which means ‘crown’ because the structure contains 

bulbous-like projections on its surface. The morphology is due 

to viral spike peplomers, which are viral surface proteins.   There 

are four types of coronavirus. They are alpha, beta, delta, and 

gamma. The first two genera infect humans while the latter two 

genera infect birds. The known viruses that infect humans are: 

1. Human coronavirus 229E (HCoV-229E) 

2. Human coronavirus NL63 (HCoV-NL63) 

3. Human coronavirus OC43 (HCoV-OC43) 

4. Human coronavirus HKU1 (HCoV-HKU1) 

5. Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-related coronavirus 

(MERS-CoV) 

6. Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 

(SARS-CoV) 

7. Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 

(SARS-CoV-2) 

 

SARS-CoV-2 is the pandemic that broke out in late 2019 in 

Wuhan city of China. Within a few months, it transmitted across 

the globe affecting more than 190 nations. As mentioned above, 

coronavirus has positive-sense single-stranded RNA. The 

genome length ranges from 26 to 32 kilobases. Out of this, two-

third of the genome encodes for 16 non-structural proteins while 

one-third genome encodes for structural and accessory proteins. 

16 non-structural proteins play a role in viral replication, 

proteolytic maturation of proteins, and stability of viruses from 

host immune responses. The structural proteins incorporate 

Spike protein (S), Membrane protein (M), an Envelope protein 

(E), RNA bound Nucleocapsid protein (N), and Hemagglutinin 

Esterase (H) which is present only in beta coronavirus. The 

Spike protein is composed of S1 and S2 subunit which is a class 

I fusion protein that intervenes the receptor binding and 

membrane fusion between host cells and viruses. The S1 subunit 

creates the head of the spike and receptor-binding domain 

(RBD) while the S2 subunit binds the stem that harbors the spike 

in the viral envelope and on protease activation permits fusion. 

The E protein forms the viral envelope and the M protein 

maintains its structural shape. The N protein is present inside the *Corresponding Author 
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viral envelope which is encircled to a positive-sense single-

stranded RNA genome in a continuous beads-on-a-string type 

conformation. When the virus is outside the host cell, lipid 

bilayer envelope, membrane protein, and nucleocapsid are 

accountable for virus salvation. 

 

A. Antigen-Antibody interactions 

The chemical reaction between antigens and antibodies formed 

by B-cells of white blood cells at the time of an immune 

response is called Antigen-Antibody Interactions. This reaction 

protects the body from complex foreign molecules like 

pathogens and their chemical toxins. The antigen with high 

specificity and affinity binds with antibodies forming an antigen-

antibody complex. This complex is deactivated or destroyed in 

cellular systems. The antigen binds to the paratope of an 

antibody with the help of its epitope. This binding occurs by 

weak and non-covalent interactions like electrostatic 

interactions, hydrogen bonds, VanderWaals forces, and 

hydrophobic interactions. These interactions help in the clinical 

diagnosis of Syphilis, HIV, Rubella, and in the ABO blood 

grouping. 

 

B. Epitope Mapping 

Epitope mapping is the technique of recognizing the binding site 

or epitope of an antibody on its target antigen. This identification 

and description of these epitopes help in the development of 

serum antibody detecting kits, antibody-dependent therapies.   

Scientists all over the world are making their efforts to initially 

sequence the genome of the virus. Now most of them are 

working on the progressing of diagnostic kits and vaccine 

development. With the small effort, epitope mapping is studied 

and performed on the genomic sequence of the Indian sample. 

 

C. In Silico Source & Tools Used 

To identify the epitopes from the gained genome sequence 

various bioinformatics sources & tools have been used. They 

are: 

• GISAID (Global Initiative Serving All Influenza Data) 

• GeneMark 

• SOSUI 

• IEDB Analysis Resource 

• Peptide 2.0 

 

GISAID is the primary source for genomic data that is a global 

science initiative. This holds the genomic sequences of influenza 

viruses till novel coronavirus that is liable for COVID-19. From 

the day of its inauguration in 2008, it is a substitute for sharing 

avian influenza data including the outbreak of the data of the 

H1N1 pandemic in 2009, the H7N9 epidemic in 2013, and the 

COVID19 pandemic in 2020. It made a great effort for 

COVID19 causing the SARS COV-2 virus by understanding the 

genome sequences modeled in real-time. This helps in detecting 

viral mutations over the world. Till June 2020, around 54,000 

SARS COV-2 genome sequences are updated by more than 450 

laboratories all over the world in the GISAID database. 

GeneMark developed at Georgia Institute of Technology in 

Atlanta is the gene prediction program. It was developed in 1993 

while used initially in 1995 as a primary gene prediction tool for 

the bacterial genomic sequence of Haemophilus influenza, and in 

1996 aimed for the archaeal genome of 

Methanococcusjannaschii. Its algorithm brought in 

inhomogeneous three Markov chain models for protein-coding 

DNA sequence and the Bayesian model for gene prediction in 

double-stranded DNA. 

 

Table I.Different tools used for analysis 

S.No

. 

Family Program 

 

1 

 

Bacteria, Archaea 

 

• GeneMark 

• GeneMarkS 

• GeneMarkS+ 

2 Metagenomes and 

Metatranscriptomes 

• MetaGeneMark 

 

 

3 

 

 

Eukaryotes 

• GeneMark 

• GeneMark.hmm 

• GeneMark-ES 

• GeneMark-ET 

• GeneMark-EX 

4 Viruses, phages, and 

plasmids 

• Heuristic models 

 

5 Transcripts assembled 

from RNA-Seq read 

• GeneMarkS-T 

 

 

SOSUI is an online tool that helps in indicating the secondary 

structure of proteins from a given amino acid sequence. This 

innovation was developed by TOKYO University which means 

hydrophobic. The ambition is to figure out if a given protein 

sequence is a soluble or transmembrane protein. 

The solubility of amino acids is predicted by SOSUI 

considering 4 features. They are: 

• Hydropathy Index 

• Amino acid charge 

• Amphilicity index 

• Length of amino acid sequence 

The results show the hydropathy index, helical wheel diagram 

of transmembrane protein including their length, length of an 

amino acid sequence. 

 

IEDB Analysis Resource came up with several tools that are 

useful for the prophecy and evaluation of immune epitopes. The 

tools that fall into this category are: 
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• T Cell Epitope Prediction Tools – MHC I & II binding 

predictions, peptide processing prediction, and immunogenicity 

predictions 

• B Cell Epitope Prediction Tools – predict regions of 

proteins that are likely to be epitopes in B-cell response 

• Analysis Tools – an elaborate study of a known 

sequence of epitope or a group of sequences 

B cell epitope prediction tools are ElliPro, Discotope, and 

Prediction of linear epitopes from protein sequence. Along with 

the prediction of the epitopes, IEDB Analysis Resources 

provides the various properties to study the epitopes' 

characteristics. The properties are surface accessibility, 

flexibility, Beta-turn, antigenicity, hydrophilicity, etc. In this 

tool, to figure the surface accessibility Emini method is used, 

and to study the hydrophilicity Parker method is used, and to 

detect the antigenicity Kolaskar and Tongaonkar model is used. 

 

Peptide 2.0 is a company to synthesize the second generation 

peptide. It provides peptides to customers by taking orders. It 

contains peptide tools like Peptide hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity 

analysis, Peptide property calculator, Peptide molecular weight 

calculator, Peptide generator, etc. These tools are useful to know 

the properties like an isoelectric point, pH, pKa, molecular 

weight, and many more characteristics of the sequences that can 

be determined by using this tool. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Epitopes vary based on the considered predicted sequences 

that are either by combining continuous adjacent peptide 

sequence or directly using predicted peptides. A total of 111 

epitopes were obtained by combining continuous adjacent 

sequences of 10mer with the help of the IEDB Analysis & 

Resources(Leonard A..et al 2020). Here to sort out a limited 

number of epitopes, various bioinformatics tools are used like 

GISAID, GeneMark, IEDB Analysis Resource, Peptides 2.0, and 

SOSUI.  From the GISAID, the genome sequence of size 29,904 

is selected which is the Hyderabad sample. Then, this genome 

data of the sample is given as an input in the GeneMark tool to 

remove introns and translate the gene into protein sequence. 

After removing introns, the 10 gene sequences remained which 

are exons. These 10 genes are initially checked for solubility 

using the SOSUI tool. 

As the all 10 genes are soluble sequences, then surface 

accessibility of the genes are identified using IEDB Analysis 

Resource. From the predicted peptides of the given genome, the 

sequences with the maximum chain length are chosen, as their 

surface of exposure is more. Then, to the obtained peptides their 

nature is predicted using Peptide 2.0, and hydrophilicity is 

determined using the IEDB tool, where the average value greater 

than the threshold value is again sorted out leaving neutral 

molecules. This is succeeded by the prophecy of the antigenicity 

of the sorted peptides with the help of the IEDB tool. Here, the 

threshold and average values are noted initially for all the 

selected peptides. The sequences whose average value exceeds 

the threshold value are determined as “EPITOPES”. 

 

By analyzing the tabular data, the recognized epitopes are: 

• Gene 2: QAMTQMYKQARSEDKRAK 

• Gene 3: YVDTPNNTDFSRVSAKPPPGDQF 

: VEWKFYDAQPCSDKAYKIEEL 

• Gene 9: AGSKSPIQ 

These epitopes might be used for establishing the serological 

test by predicting the paratope and determining the affinity 

between them and also used for vaccine designing. 

GISAID

• Collection of genome sequence (Accession No: EPS_ISL_438139)

GeneMark 

• Removal of introns from the genome sequence
• Translate the gene to protein sequence

SOSUI

• Helps to know the solubility of the protein sequence whether it is hydrophilic or 
hydrophobic

IEDB

• Surface accessibility is determined first using Emini model in IEDB tool and predicted 
peptides are considered 

• The peptides with highest chain length are sorted out

Peptide2.0

• To the picked peptides, nature is predicted because neutral molecule are not suitable 
as epitope

IEDB

• Hydrophilicity is predicited using Parker model. Here, average and threshold values 
are examined   

• The peptides sequence with the average value more than threshold value are sorted 
by considering hydrophilicity and leaving neutral molecules

IEDB

• The sorted molecules from hydrophilicity are checked for Antigenicity using Kolaskar 
model where average and threshold values are considered

• The peptides with average value greater than threshold value in antigenicity can be 
considered as Epitopes
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CONCLUSION 

For the genome sequence gained from the primary source 

GISAID, the epitopes are predicted using various bioinformatics 

tools. These epitopes are applicable for the advancement of 

antibody-dependent therapies, vaccine designing, and in 

progressing of diagnostic kits. 
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